One of the most commonly used predictive models in classification is the decision tree (DT). The task of a DT is to map observations to target values. In the DT, each branch represents a rule. A rule's consequent is the leaf of the branch and its antecedent is the conjunction of the features. Most applied algorithms in this field use the concept of Information Entropy and Gini Index as the splitting criterion when building a tree. In this paper, a new splitting criterion to build DTs is proposed. A splitting criterion specifies the tree's best splitting variable as well as the variable's threshold for further splitting. Using the idea from classical Forward Selection method and its enhanced versions, the variable having the largest absolute correlation with the target value is chosen as the best splitting variable at each node. Then, the idea of maximizing the margin between classes in a support vector machine (SVM) is used to find the best classification threshold on the selected variable. This procedure will execute recursively at each node, until reaching the leaf nodes. The final decision tree has a shorter height than previous methods, which effectively reduces useless variables and the time needed for classification of future data. Unclassified regions are also generated under the proposed method, which can be interpreted as an advantage or disadvantage. The simulation results demonstrate an improvement in the generated decision tree compared to previous methods.
Introduction
A decision tree (DT) is one of the most important knowledge representation approaches for building top-down models in simplified subspaces. They attempt to perform this task by projecting high-dimensional data down to a low-dimensional space. The process of projection is usually done by eliminating duplicated or redundant attributes or neglecting less important ones. More specifically, a splitting criterion in used in the construction of a tree to select the best splitting variable and its threshold for splitting. In classification, the DT model is used to increase system prediction to classify oncoming data. Despite strong competitors like Linear Regression and Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), DTs have several advantages; they are simple to understand and interpret, inexpensive to compute and capable of dealing with noisy data [1] . The CART algorithm [2] selects splits by providing the Gini and Twoing criteria and prunes the tree by Cost-Complexity pruning. CART has the ability to generate regression trees. The very simple decision tree algorithm (ID3) was first proposed by [3] as a classifier. ID3 uses information gain as splitting criterion. It does not apply any pruning procedure and cannot handle numeric values and missing data. In the C4.5 algorithm [4] , the evolution of ID3, the splitting process ceases when the number of instances to be split is below a certain threshold. C4.5 uses error-based pruning and can handle numeric attributes. It can also induce from a training set with missing values. Due to the extensive number of application domains, numerous researchers focus on improving these principal algorithms, or even propose new splitting criteria with exclusive characteristics. Numerous old and new algorithms work very differently when compared with the principal DT algorithms already introduced. The CHAID algorithm [5] , as an old one, applies statistic procedures to generate a novel decision tree. It uses the statistical −value concept to perform splitting effectively. Another algorithm, the LMDT [6] algorithm, constructs a decision tree based on multivariate tests, which are linear combinations of the attributes. The QUEST algorithm [7] supports uni-variate and linear combination splits. It uses ANOVA F-test, Levene's test, or Pearson's chi-square test to compute the association between each input attribute and the target attribute. The QUEST applies Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) to find the optimal splitting point; an earlier version of QUEST, called the FACT algorithm, can be found in [8] . A profound comparison of these classic algorithms and some others algorithms like CAL5 [9] and PUBLIC algorithm [10] have been conducted in [11] . The new DT algorithm proposed in [12] has better simulation results on classification of some sample databases than famous DT algorithms like C4.5 and C5. The ROC-tree algorithm, uses the area under the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve to help determine decision tree characteristics, such as node selection and stopping criteria.
Improvements of principal DT algorithms
Many researchers have focused on the improvement of the principal DT algorithms. Efficient C4.5 [13] is an improvement over C4.5 in which three strategies are suggested to choose the best information gain. The first and second strategies, use quick and counting sort, respectively, and the third strategy computes the local threshold of C4.5 using the main memory version of the Rainforest algorithm, which does not need sorting. In [14] classic decision trees are promoted by inserting linguistic terms rather than numerical quantities in tree node labels. The evolutionary method that is presented in [15] allows decision tree flexibility by using co-evolving competition between the decision tree and the training data set. The algorithm mutates decision tree while updating data set size and DT depth. Another paper presented several approaches to the induction of decision trees for Hierarchical Multilabel Classification (HMC), as well as an empirical study of their use in functional genomics [16] . In [17] a classification algorithm for learning decision tree classifiers from data with hierarchical class labels proposed; as many practical classification problems concern data with class labels that are naturally organized in a hierarchical structure. Some researchers have focused on improving classic DT characteristics; like minimization of DTs, improving the DT pruning procedure or changing splitting measures. DT pruning is improved in [18] through Automatic Programming and results in rewriting the code of the error based pruning, which is an important part of C4.5 decision tree learning algorithm. In [19] a detailed discussion about minimization of DT and its importance in decision making speed is presented. The author has demonstrated that, the minimization of decision trees is hard to be approximated.
Applications of DTs
Applications of classification-based DTs predominate in different fields of science and medicine. For example, a simple decision tree to classify clinical specimens of patients who suffer from lung cancer, as Diseased or Non-diseased was applied by [20] . In [21] a DT is used to predict radon gas concentration from other environmental factors, which leads to possible future earthquake predicting system. Since DT algorithms choose relevant variables and create a moderate number of rules, they can be used as a preprocessing phase in many related applications. For example, authors in [22] utilize C4.5 to generate rules, which were later used to build an optimal fuzzy classifier. They applied the multi-objective evolutionary algorithm NSGA − II to minimize the size and number of fuzzy rules in sample data. In their work in 2009 they combined the benefits of the WM algorithm with those of DTs to propose a new DT based initialization method for regression problems. In 2010 they optimized their system by using dynamic constraints to tune fuzzy membership functions and genetic operators, which modify antecedents of rules. This new method led to better accuracy and made their algorithm suitable for high dimensional regression problems, which can be applied to classification problems [23] . These examples are just some of many cases where categorization or classification is required and decision trees have been used with great success.
Commonly used splitting criteria
An overview of DTs and related works are presented in the above. Different criteria have been proposed in order to effectively split each DT node. As improving this criterion is the main innovation of this paper, we summarize here several commonly used standard splitting criterions, which are used in a variety of classification algorithms.
Information Gain and Gain Ratio
The ID3 algorithm [3] uses entropy based information gain as the split measure to construct a DT. The purpose of this algorithm is to reduce the height of the tree by decreasing the irregularity at each node. At first, the irregularity is computed for all the features as the following:
where ( ) is the proportion of data that belong to class . Then, the residual information is computed for all the features as below:
where is the distinct values of the feature V . Feature A that maximizes the Gain will be selected as the root of the tree by (3) .
This algorithm only works on categorical-value features and cannot handle uncertainty or noisy data. C4.5 is the improvement of this algorithm that can also work with continuous-value features, such as percentage values. If the data is continuous, first, the data is sorted based on the desired feature and then, the gain is computed for every case that the sorted data can be classified. If the data is numerical, the algorithm is the same as the ID3 algorithm. Pruning of the tree, which prevents over-fitting and removes noisy or missing data, is the most superior attribute of the C4.5 algorithm. A problem with this criterion is that if a given feature has a large number of samples belonging to some class against, then this feature will have the highest Gain when compared with the other features [24] . Quinlan resolved this problem by the following, which is known as Gain Ratio:
where, I(A) is the potential information obtained by (2) when feature A is used for categorization.
Gini Index
Gini Index [2] is used as the split measure in the SLIQ algorithm developed by the Quest team at IBM [25] . The Gini Index is defined as:
where, ( ) is the relative frequency of cases belong to class . Then the information gain is computed as below for all the features:
where, I ( ) = I and I are computed by (5) when feature is used for categorization. The feature that maximizes G is chosen as the splitting feature.
Chi-Square statistic
A different decision tree induction method evaluates splitting feature candidates by measuring the association between variables in a contingency 
where and E are the observed and expected values in the contingency table, respectively. The feature that results in the largest statistic value indicates greater association and will be selected as the splitting feature [26] .
The G-Statistic
Another splitting statistic based on information theory is G-statistic, which also makes use of a contingency table. Using the information measure obtained from equation (1), the chi-square statistic can be approximated by
where N is the number of examples. As N remains constant through the entire features, G and I will always have the same ordering. Again, the feature with largest G will be selected as the splitting feature [27] . In [28, 29] the comparison of properties and empirical results of some traditional node splitting measure based decision trees are discussed.
Recently new node splitting measures have been proposed. In [30] , if the data is numerical, after presorting the attribute values, the splitting measure computed successive middle of distinct values for each attribute as follows
where R includes all the data samples that are available at the current node, S 1 and S 2 are sequentially the subsets from above (right child) and below (left child) the splitting point ; | | represents the cardinality of a set. C R , C S 1 and C S 2 denote number of distinct classes in R, S 1 and S 2 respectively, and ( ) is the number of samples in set x that belong to class . If the data contains a categorical attribute, the number of terms in equation (9) is equal to the number of distinct values that the attribute can take. The attribute with least splitting measure is selected as the splitting attribute. In 2005, SVMT, a binary classification tree algorithm was proposed [31] . Initially, LLE clustering partitions the entire data set into two disjoint subsets in each node and then a SVM will be trained on each subset. The tree is generated by the continued splitting of data and the algorithm is terminated when the data in a node has distinct labels. This data-driven approach leads to over fitting and huge tree size [32] . To resolve this problem, a modified version of SVMT was constructed in [32] which applies depth-first and breadth-first spanning order preferences.
Organization
In this paper, a new splitting criterion for building decision trees is proposed. A splitting criterion specifies a tree's best splitting variable as well as the variable's threshold for further splitting. For this purpose, we make use of the correlation concept to find the best splitting variable and use a Support Vector Machine (SVM) to specify its threshold. The idea of the correlation concept is taken from regression analysis. SVMs are a set of learning methods used for classification and regression; which are applied effectively in the new decision tree algorithm. These two methods will be explained in Section 2, as the background. At each node in the DT the best feature which has the most absolute correlation with the class labels will be selected so that a new branch of the tree will be expanded based on this feature and its specified threshold which is obtained from a SVM. This new decision tree algorithm, named Correlation based Multi Branch Support Vector (C-MBSV), will be presented in Section 3. During the tree generation, a series of empty leaves will be created for data that cannot be classified,these leaves will be called unclassified regions. The causes of unclassified regions, strategies to reduce or eliminate these regions, and the experimental results of the proposed method in comparison with other famous decision tree algorithms are discussed in Section 4. As will be shown, the advantages of the new algorithm are shorter tree height and use of fewer features. We should note that, to the best of our knowledge, no decision tree can be introduced as the universal optimized data mining tool and deciding which decision tree algorithm is suitable to apply on a given problem is very difficult.
Background
As the proposed DT algorithm uses the combination of the correlation concept to find the best splitting variable and a SVM to specify its threshold as the splitting criterion, we introduce these methods in brief.
Correlation based feature selection
According to literatures [33] [34] [35] , correlation analysis is only used in determining whether a linear relationship exists between two variables. To quantify the strength of the relationship, calculation of the correlation coefficient is necessary. Furthermore, in regression analysis, the nature of the relationship itself between the dependent variables (features) and the independent variable (label) is examined. The analysis is exploiting the relationship between variables and consists of two phases: selection and fitting an appropriate model by the model of least squares. This model can estimate the expected response for a given value of the independent variable. Selection allows the construction of an optimal regression equation along with an investigation into specific predictor variables. The aim of selection is to reduce the set of predictor variables (features) to the necessary number that accounts for nearly as much of the variance that is accounted by the total set. In essence, selection helps to determine the level of importance of each predictor variable. Usage of different selection procedures, such as forward selection, backward elimination, stepwise selection, and blockwise selection yields to different regression equation. The classical model-selection method known as Forward selection [36] and its enhanced versions like Forward Stagewise and LARS [37] , are all greedy forward stepwise procedures whose forward progress is determined by compromising among the currently most correlated covariates. Although, each of the aforementioned algorithms has its own distinct steps and computation formulas, at the first step, they act the same. By giving a collection of dependent variables, they begin with an empty equation and select the one having the largest absolute correlation with the independent variable at the first step. Variables of greater theoretical importance are entered first. Applying the idea from forward selection methods, the first step is utilized to select the splitting feature at each node of the DT. Hence, feature having the most absolute correlation with the output vector (class label) is chosen as the following:
where, X and Y are vectors containing values of the feature and the class label of each data sample respectively. denotes the dot product of two vectors. As in LARS algorithm, normalization is done before correlation computation so that X is the L2-norm of a vector. We refer the reader to [37] for more details on why normalization is necessary.
Support vector machines
SVMs [38] are very popular because of their abilities to classify input patterns with minimized structural misclassification risk and find the optimal separating hyper-plane between two classes in the feature space. They are also powerful in learning systems because of the utilization of a kernel machine in linearization, which provides good generalization properties. A non-separable case of a SVM is in the following form:
where S = {( )} =1 is a set of training samples, ∈ R is an -dimensional sample in the input space, and ∈ {−1 1} is the class label of . Inputs to the SVM system are the training data and the constant C . The system will calculate proper slack variables ξ = 1 , and will determine the separating hyper-plane. ξ is the training error corresponding to data sample . SVM finds the optimal separating hyper-plane with minimal classification errors. Let T , 0 is the normal vector of the hyper-plane, and 0 is the bias that is a scalar.
Multi-Class SVMs
The SVM formulation was originally developed for binary classification problems and finding the direct formulation for multi-class case is not easy and still an on-going research issue. There are two ways we can have a multi-class SVM classifier: directly consider all data in one optimization formulation, or decompose the multi-class problems to several binary problems. The second solution is a better idea and has been considered more than the first approach [39] [40] [41] . This is because binary classifiers are easier to implement and some powerful algorithms such as SVMs are inherently binary [42] . Two major decomposition implementations are "one-against-all" and "one-against one". The one-against-all [38] method constructs n SVMs where n is the number of classes. The i'th SVM is trained to separate the i'th class from remaining classes. The one-against-one [40] (pair-wise SVMs) instead, constructs
decision functions for all the combinations of class pairs. In determination of a decision function for a class pair, the training data for the corresponding two classes is used. Thus, in each training session, the amount of the training data is reduced considerably compared to the one-against-all approach, which use all the training data. Experimental results in [43] indicate that the one-against-one is more suitable for practical use. The idea of maximizing the margin between classes in a SVM is used to find the best threshold at each node via pair-wise SVMs in the proposed DT algorithm.
The proposed method
Recently, methods of rule extraction from decision trees have been of interest to the authors of [44, 45] and [23] for the purpose of data classification. Nevertheless, DTs have their own restrictions. Finding best feature at each node in a DT requires the calculation of Entropy or Gini index for all features, which is time consuming. Additionally, as shown in Fig. 1 the determined threshold is not convenient; the threshold based on Information Gain has many disparities in comparison with the desired one. In the continuous feature space, e.g. if distinct sorted values exists in the database for a special feature, Gain should be computed ( − 1) times to obtain the best threshold. In this paper, we use the concept of correlation from the family of classic forward selection regression methods and choose the feature having the most absolute correlation with class labels as the best feature at each node. Instead of calculating the Entropy or Gini index for all the features and finally computing the Gain, the computations of correlation runs just one time on all the features. To solve the problem of finding the threshold, the idea of maximizing the margin between classes has been used. One of the methods that make use of this idea in data classification is SVM. A binary SVM classifies samples into two classes such that the margin 2 is maximized, or in the other word minimizing 2 as in (11) .
Using this idea makes the threshold more general and draws it towards the ideal one. Maximizing the margins between classes is used to determine the split threshold on the feature that its selection was based on correlation. Selection of this cost function shifts the split threshold closer to the desired one. In contrary the C4.5 and CART decision tree algorithms can have more than one threshold because they are dealing with numerical data. Some privileges of the proposed method are variable branching factor, improvement in determining the split threshold, and more efficiency in dealing with noisy data. The proposed method is called the Correlation based Multi Branch Support Vector (C-MBSV) algorithm. Section 2 discussed selection of the splitting feature based on correlation and the calculation of the splitting threshold by using a SVM. In this section, by combining C4.5, SVM and correlation concept, we proposed a simpler and more efficient method for data classification. The structure of the proposed classifier is shown in Fig. 2 . 
Data preprocessing

DT Generation using correlation based feature selection and a SVM threshold function
The procedure of tree branching at each node of the DT is started by determining the best splitting feature which has the most absolute correlation with class labels. After choosing the best feature, data samples of that node will be partitioned by using the splitting threshold/s obtained from SVM. If one of the end conditions is satisfied at this node, the algorithm will be terminated. Otherwise, the algorithm will be called recursively for data samples at this node. This procedure is shown in Fig. 3 and the pseudo-code is also illustrated as Algorithm 1. if only one S has data then 13:
Prune children and labeled the parent node with the most frequently label of classes used in D; 15: end if 16: if some S between S and S that 0 < < , 0 < < , < , and = has no data then 17: Labeled S as Unclassified Region; 18: end if 19: for B = 1 to do 20: if S B does not take label then 21: Build Tree(S B ); 22: end if 23: end for 24 : end procedure
A: Best splitting feature selection
As discussed previous in Section 2.1, by applying the idea from greedy forward stepwise procedures, correlation is used to select the best splitting feature. At each current node in the DT, the inner dot product between two vectors containing values of the feature and the class label of data samples is computed by (10) for = 1 N, where N is the number of features. Note that at each node, (10) is calculated just on the unclassified data samples that have been assigned to this branch of the tree. Feature that leads to the larger value is selected as the best splitting feature.
B: Computing splitting threshold/s:
After selection of the dominant splitting feature , the splitting threshold/s are computed on D (where D is a vector containing values of feature and D is the entire data samples) as follows: 
where is the number of classes and represents the splitting criterion between class and at the 'th feature, which obtained from T + = 0 is index of dominant feature and = 1 (13) In the above equation, T and are the same parameters T and in equation (11) which are obtained by solving the dual programming of the SVM between class and when = D [38] or by applying Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) [47] , which is faster than solving the dual programming of SVM. T that is computed for the dominant feature is a symmetric matrix with zero diagonal elements. In Fig. 4 , a classification example with two features ( and ) and three classes is demonstrated. In this example, feature which has the most absolute correlation defeat feature as the dominant feature. Then, matrix T is calculated for feature where the values are also shown in Fig. 4 . The maximum number of distinct splitting thresholds at each node in the tree is the number of elements in the upper triangular matrix without considering diagonal elements which is calculated as follows:
where and T are the number of classes and the maximum number of distinct splitting thresholds at each node respectively. Maximum branching factor at each node is equal to = T + 1. For example, if the data in a node has three classes then T = 3×3−3 2 = 3, and if the data in a node has two classes then T is 1. These cases are shown in Fig. 5 along with the splitting thresholds. In Fig. 5a the data contains two distinct classes and therefore there exists just one splitting threshold, but in Fig. 5b since the data contains three distinct classes, there are three splitting thresholds. The next part describes data partitioning based on the dominant feature and its obtained splitting threshold T .
C: Data partitioning
In this part, the procedure of dividing data into branches is explained. After choosing the best splitting feature , the training data samples are sorting based on this feature. That is, the data samples having lowest values of come first. The sorted matrix of data samples D will be partitioned into branches by using the obtained splitting thresholds T 
D: End conditions:
After dividing the data into the branches, termination conditions and labeling must be checked. If none of the termination conditions are satisfied the algorithm is called recursively. Three termination conditions are described below.
1. If all the data belongs to the 'th class in a sub node (S = 1 · · · ) then it takes the 'th class as the leaf label and the algorithm is terminated for this branch. An example of this condition is shown in Fig. 7. 2. If only one S = 1 · · · has data then the label is selected as the most frequent class in the data samples. There exists a reason to choose most frequent class as the label. Data samples on a leaf are projected based on only one feature, and so they may placed on each other. This case occurs when two or more data samples have the same values in feature . In other words, data samples are not linearly separable based on one feature of the input space. If we call the algorithm again to classify these data samples we get a loop. Fig. 8a is an example of this case, where the parent node has 54 samples of class one and 2 samples of a different class, and SVM cannot find the optimum hyperplane. After determination of the label all S are pruned and the parent node takes the label. The pruning of Fig. 8a is shown in Fig. 8b. 3. If some S between S and S such that 0 ≺ ≺ , 0 ≺ ≺ , ≺ , and = has no data, the corresponding leaf marked as Unclassified Region. Fig. 9 shows an example of this case. The causes of these regions and methods of reducing or eliminating them are discussed in the next section.
If none of the termination conditions are satisfied for each of S = 1 · · · the C-MBSV algorithm will be called recursively as shown in Fig. 3 . 
Discussion
We separate our discussion in two parts. First Unclassified Regions that are introduced in the previous section are discussed. The cause of these regions and methods to reduce or eliminate these regions will be explained. Then, we explain our experimental results.
Unclassified Regions
The previous section showed that a series of leaves created during the tree generation were named Unclassified Region. In this part, causes of these regions and strategies of reducing or eliminating these regions will be discussed. The main problem with these regions is that they cannot make a decision for the test data samples that were placed in them, but this is also an advantage of these regions because they will not make a wrong decision for the data. In this case human knowledge is required for labeling the data.
Why are Unclassified Regions generated?
There are two main reasons for generating these regions: a) Because one feature is used at each node for categorizing, data projection exists in this algorithm. The result of this data projection is one dimensional and the data may have overlaps based on one feature.
b) Due to inappropriate distribution of training data over the input space, adequate training data is unavailable. The solution is to add more training data, but since all possible cases of training pattern may not be available, this solution may be impossible or too time consuming. This problem can be solved by increasing the amount of training data while keeping the data general.
Solutions to reduce or eliminate the generation of Unclassified Regions
There are several solutions for eliminating or reducing unclassified regions. One simple method for labeling the test data in the Unclassified Region is using another classification algorithm like the K-Nearest Neighbors algorithm [48] or even getting the data labels from a user. The fundamental solution to reduce or eliminate unclassified regions is to solve the data projection problem. Towards this purpose, more features at each node can be selected for categorizing the data. Since the data is projected to more than one dimension the unclassified regions are eliminated or reduced. If the number of selected features at each node is equal to the total number of train data features, then the C-MBSV algorithm is similar to the multiclass SVM and the produced tree will have a height equal to one. If the number of selected features at each node is equal to one, then the C-MBSV algorithm is similar to the C4.5, C5 or CART. The KNN algorithm, which has highly improved decision making performance, was used to classify data from the Unclassified Regions in the experimental results.
Experimental results
Our method is validated using 10 datasets, all downloaded from UCI Machine Learning Repository 1 , involving different number of feature variables and one output label (see Table 1 ). For all datasets, 15-fold cross validation was used. The original data was randomly partitioned into folds for all the datasets, and held constant for all DT algorithms. Our method, C-MBSV, is compared against C4.5 and CART. C4.5 algorithm was implemented in Linux 2 ; CART and C-MBSV algorithms were implemented in Windows XP using MATLAB 7.10 running on a PC with an Intel Core2 Duo CPU processor 3 GHz and 1 GB RAM. The comparison results of applying C-MBSV, C4.5 and CART on this data set are shown in Tables 2 to 4 . During the results, imbalance conditions were considered. Imbalance problems happen in a 2 . This penalty setting moves the hyper plane towards the correct place. Table 2 shows the error rates. The results on test error rate show that our DT algorithm usually has the same or better error rates when compared with CART and C4.5. While the test error rates for C-MBSV are to some extent lower for databases with a large number of features and data samples like Spambase and MAGIC Gamma Telescope, the height of C-MBSV tree is significantly shorter than the trees produced by the CART or C4.5 algorithms. Note that for Spambase and MAGIC Gamma Telescope databases C-MBSV, C4.5 and CART trees are binary. In Section 4.1 we also discussed data in the Unclassified Regions and the use of the KNN algorithm to handle them. It is obvious that when there exists no test data in Unclassified Regions, or no such regions exists, the results are the same as when KNN is not used. The height of the decision tree is one of the most comparative tools that can be used to compare different DTs. Table 3 compares the average height of the DTs produced by our algorithm against two other algorithms. It is obvious that our DTs are superior in height, which results in lower induction time for test data. Lastly, Table 4 compares the number of needless features excluded in DTs generated by C-MBSV against those excluded from the trees generated by C4.5. These numbers are another advantage of our algorithm that leads to most related and fewer features (while having a lower or higher test error rate). This advantage can be used as feature reduction or preprocessing phase of applications that need to work with fewer features. Consequently, the results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms the CART and C4.5 algorithms in terms of shorter height and fewer number of needless features in the final decision tree. 
Conclusion
In this paper, a new DT algorithm is proposed, the Correlation based Multi Branch Support Vector (C-MBSV) algorithm.
In the proposed DT algorithm, the correlation concept is used to find the best splitting variable, and then its relevant splitting thresholds is specified by using a SVM. Since the algorithm can return multiple thresholds, the tree is divided to one or more branches at each node. If the instances in a sub-node belong to one class, then the sub-node is regarded as a leaf node, else we continue to split the sub-node until all leaf nodes are generated. Some leaves that do not lead to any decisions were also generated, which we called Unclassified Regions. The obtained results show that the C-MBSV algorithm seems to outperform the CART and C4.5 algorithms in terms of shorter height and fewer number of needless features.
Future work
In future, we want to enhance our algorithm by splitting on more than one variable at each node. Furthermore, we want to use the proposed method on classification applications.
